Biology Graduate Student Council - Meeting Minutes

November 15th, 2017

costitutional change

combining roles?

Cale: suggest to combine (1) faculty and graduate committee representative; (1) Union and QUBS representative and (1) Alumni and RTP Committee Representative

- changed to (1) faculty and RTP rep; (1) Union and QUBS rep and (1) alumni and graduate rep

Monica: suggest to re-structure the BGSC committee.

opinions from the participant in the meeting:
against: bi-weekly meetings are not much of a burden; voting and representing issues: the liaison (vice president) can not represent opinions from faculty, QUBS, union etc. all together need further discussion with Monica in person?

discussion: the role of QUBS rep in the BGSC? currently QUBS committee has its own graduate student rep. (Haley Canyon). is this a false representation? need to talk to Dr. Steve Lougheed to propose that this position should be elected by the BGSC committee and if this is case, the QUBS rep should be separate position. relevant motion: combine QUBS rep and academic coordinator? passed.